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Art: In art this term the children will be 
developing their drawing skills. They will learn 
how to sketch using a variety of different art 
pencils. In addition, they will learn how to add 
tone, depth and make an object look 3D. They 
will then use these skills to draw animals.

Topic- This term in Leopard’s class, we are 
lucky enough to be having a tropical fish tank in 
the classroom. This links well with our topic 
question and will include lessons and activities 
based on the tropical fish, their home and how 
to care for them.

Computing- We will be researching different animals 
and sorting them using an online branching database. 
We will then find out about their habitats and display 
our data on online graphs. Following this, we will be 
using an animation website to animate a character 
moving around its habitat.

RE- This term we will be answering the question, 
'Who is an inspiring person?' This will include, 
finding out what characteristics inspiring people 
might have, what makes a leader and attributes 
which might make people want to follow them and 
finding out who inspires the children.

PE- The children will continue to have PE on 
a Friday. This term’s focus is on gym 
skills. The children will begin to use the 
apparatus to travel in a variety of different 
ways, whilst developing their balance, co-
ordination, accuracy and fluency.

PSHE – This term we are focusing on our goals and dreams. We 

will be thinking about our strengths, how to persevere when 

things are tough, how to learn from others, not give up and 

celebrate our own and others' success.

Science-
Focus: Animals including 
humans 
The children will: 
• Find out about animal's offspring
• The life cycle of an animal and 

humans 
• What it means to grow up 
• How animals survive and what they 

need to survive 
• The importance of exercise for 

humans 
• Healthy lifestyle 
• Hygiene and why it's important

Maths- We will be learning about 
multiplication, division, statistics and 
length and height. Some of the skills 
covered include:
• Making and sharing equals groups
• Dividing by 2, 5 and 10
• Dividing 2 digits by a one-digit

number
• Learning how to interpret and 

create- pictograms, tally chart, 
tables, bar charts and block graphs

• Measure in ‘cm’ and ‘M’ and add 
and subtract lengths

English- English this term consists of 

daily Read Write Inc and two English 

creative writing lessons. The genres we 

will be covering are:

• Traditional tales

• Diaries

• Free verse poetry

Spelling and Grammer will be covered in 

these and in stand-alone SPAG lessons. 

This will include areas such as:

• Speech

• Sentence types

• Conjunctions

• Fronted adverbials

Guided reading will continue to take place 

daily and will consist of vocabulary 

lessons, core reading and comprehension 

lessons.

French: 
In French this 
term, the 
children will 
learn all about 
animals. They 
will continue to 
build upon the 
spoken language 
using animals to 
support this.

Music- We will be 
using the song 'I 
Wanna Play In A 
Band'. We will sing, 
play, improvise and 
compose with this 
song, and 
the children will 
listen and appraise 
classic Rock songs.


